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Introduction
In the simplest case, let us first consider a random DNA sequence with equal proportions 94 of the four nucleotides (%A=%T=%C=%G=25%). Since there are 256 distinct 4-mers, the 95 probability for each of them to occur at a given position in an increasingly long sequence 96 tends to 1 256 . In a random sequence of approximately 2 Mbp, one thus expects 97 an average of about 7800 occurrences for each distinct 4-mers. This already suggests how 98 unlikely it is for one of them to be absent. 99 To estimate the order of magnitude of such probability, the DNA sequence is seen as 100 consisting of 4 sets of non-overlapping 4-mers collected according to 4 different "reading 101 frames" (e.g. 4-mers 1-4, 5-8, 9-12 , …, etc, for frame 1). The different reading frames thus 102 correspond to approximately 500,000 positions each. 103 At each of these position, the probability for "AGCT" not to occur is 255 256 . For (2) 108 for the 4 reading frames (assuming them to be independent for the sake of simplicity). 109 Such a value is smaller than any that could be computed in reference to a physical process. 110 For instance, one second approximately corresponds to 2 10 -18 of the age of the universe. 111 The above probability should actually be corrected to account for the fact that we did not 112 specifically search for "AGCT" while analyzing the viral genome. Any missing 4-mer would 113 have raised the same interest. A Bonferroni correction should then be applied to 7 compensate for the multiple testing of 256 different 4-mers. However, the probability of 115 not finding any 4-mer, , remains an incommensurably small number. 116 ≅ 256 5 10 ≅ 1.3 10 (3) 117 We may further argue that this event was bound to occur in at least one genome given the 118 huge amount of DNA sequence that is now available, for instance in Genbank. The 119 calculation runs as follows; The april 2019 release of Genbank contains about 3.2 10 11 bp. 120 Assuming that all Genbank entries are 2 Mb-long sequences, this would correspond to 1.6 121 10 5 theoretical pandoravirus genomes. The order of magnitude of the probability of 122 observing one of them missing any of the 4-mers remains amazingly small at about 123 / ≅ 1.6 10 ≅ 2.1 10 (4) 124 Finally, one may want to make a final adjustment by taking into account that the P. dulcis 125 genome is 64% G+C rich. This slightly change the probability of random occurrence of 126 "AGCT" from 1 256 0.00391 to 127 0.18 0.32 3.31 10 (5) 128 then 129 4 1 , ≅ 8.9 10 (6)
As the above computation remains an approximation (neglecting the overlap of 135 neighboring 4-mers), we estimated how unlikely it is that any 4-mer would be missing from 136 large DNA sequences by a different approach. We computer generated a large number of 137 random sequences of increasing sizes and recorded the threshold at which point none of 138 the 4-mers is missing. Fig. 2 displays the results of such computer experiment. It shows how 139 fast the probability of any 4-mer missing is decreasing with the random sequence size. In 140 this experiment, we found that the proportion of sequences larger than 10,000 bp missing 141 anyone of the 256 4-mers was less than 1/10,000.
143
Caveat: randomized sequences exhibit strongly unnatural 4-mer distributions 144 The above sections already suggested that it is impossible for the P. dulcis and P.
145 quercus genomes to be missing "AGCT" solely by chance without invoking a biological 146 constraint. However, this conclusion rests on the assumption that the randomization 147 process suitably modeled these genomes. However, a comparison of the frequency 148 distribution of the various 4-mers found in the actual P. dulcis genome (and of other 149 pandoraviruses) with that in its randomized sequence shows spectacular differences (Fig. 150 3). While the natural sequence consist of 4-mers occurring at frequencies distributed along 151 a large and rather continuous interval, the randomized sequence exhibits 4-mers occurring 152 around 5 narrow peaks of frequencies with none in between. As expected from a good 153 quality randomization, these peaks corresponds to the frequencies of the five types of 4-154 mers: those consisting of only A or T at the lower end, those consisting of only G or C at the 155 higher end, and those consisting of (A or T)/(G or C) in proportions 1/3, 2/2, and 3,1 in 156 between. The more continuous and spread out natural distribution is the testimony of multiple evolutionary constraints, most of them unknown, that have resulted in a distinct 158 4-mer usage, like a dialect or a language tic inherited from past generations 9 . 159 First, notice that the missing "AGCT" does not correspond to the 4-mer type with the 160 lowest expected frequency (but the middle one closer to the 3-mer-dependent random sequence model. 182 As vividly illustrated in Fig. 3 , the 4-mer distributions in randomized sequences 183 strongly depart from that in natural genomes. We thus analyzed all complete genome 184 sequences available in the viral section of Genbank 12 , to investigate to what extent the 185 absence of a given 4-mer was exceptional for genomes in the size range corresponding to 186 Pandoraviruses. 187 We found that the next largest viral genomes missing a 4-mers were those of five phages 188 infecting enterobacteria, with unusual genome sizes in the 345kb-359kb range [13] [14] [15] [16] . Except 189 for P. dulcis and P. quercus, none of the 26 largest publicly available viral genomes 190 (including 25 large/giant eukaryotic viruses, and phage G) 12 were missing a 4-mer ( Fig. 4) . 191 Thus, even by comparison with natural sequences, P. dulcis and P. quercus appear truly 192 exceptional. 193 We noticed that the five large enterobacteria-infecting phages pointed out by our analysis, 194 were all missing the same "GCGC" 4_mer although they exhibit divergent genomic 195 sequences and were isolated from different hosts [13] [14] [15] [16] . This palindromic 4-mer might be the 196 target of isoschizomeric restriction endonucleases functionally homologous to HhaI found 197 in Haemophilus haemolyticus, a Gammaproteobacteria. Many of them have been 198 described (see https://enzymefinder.neb.com). We will return to the hypothesis that some The absence of "AGCT" in P. dulcis and P. quercus genomes becomes even more 205 intriguing when put in the context of the phylogenetic structure of the whole pandoravirus 206 family. As shown in Fig. 1 , the Pandoraviridae neatly cluster into two separate clades. For 207 well-conserved proteins (such as the DNA polB), the percentage of identical residues 208 between intra-clade orthologs is in the 82% to 90% range, and in the 72% to 76% range 209 between the two clades. The corresponding genome sequences are thus far from being 210 identical (and only partially collinear) within each clade. It is thus quite remarkable that the 211 "AGCT" count exhibits a consistent trends to be very low in A-clade members, and at least 212 10 times higher in B-clade strains. Such a contrast was strong enough to pre-classify three 213 unpublished isolates prior complete genome assembly and finishing (data not shown). 214 The large difference in "AGCT" counts could be eventually due to the deletion of a genomic 215 region concentrating most of them, for instance within a repeated structure absent from 216 the A-clade isolates. However, Fig. 5 shows that this is not at all the case. In B-clade isolates, 217 the numerous occurrences of "AGCT" are rather uniformly distributed along the whole 218 genomes. However, we noticed that the "AGCT" distribution in the P. neocaledonia 
No 4-mer is missing from the largest actual viral genomes

"AGCT" was specifically deleted from A-clade pandoravirus genomes
We have seen in the previous section that the extreme difference in the "AGCT" 226 count in P. dulcis (N=0) and P. neocaledonia (N=544) is not due to the local deletion of an 227 "AGCT"-rich segment. We then investigated if that difference was limited to "AGCT", or if 228 other 4-mers exhibited large differences in counts. Fig. 7 shows that this was not the case. 229 If the frequencies of the various 4-mers within each genome exhibit tremendous 230 differences (very much at odd with their distribution in randomized sequences, see Fig. 3 ), 231 the frequency for each 4-mer (low, average or high) was very similar across the two 232 different viral genomes (Spearman correlation, r=0.9859). The difference in "AGCT" count 233 is thus not the consequence of the use of globally distinct 4-mer vocabularies by the two 234 pandoravirus clades. It appears to be due to a selection specifically exerted against the 235 presence of "AGCT" in the genomes of A-clade pandoraviruses. 236 Another argument in favor of an active selection against the presence of "AGCT" is provided 237 by the following statistical computation. We first identified the orthologous proteins in P.
238 dulcis and P. neocaledonia, using the best-reciprocal Blastp match criterium. We identified 239 585 orthologous ORFs. In P. neocaledonia, 180 of them were found to contain one or 240 several "AGCT" (for a total of 350 occurrences). We then computed the average percentage 241 of nucleotide identity in the alignments of these 180 P. neocaledonia ORFs with their P.
242 dulcis orthologous counterparts. The value was 69%. 243 According to a neutral scenario (and neglecting multiple hits), the probability is thus 244 0.69 that any nucleotide remains the same along the evolutionary trajectory separating the 245 two pandoraviruses. For a given "AGCT", the probability to remain intact over the same Which model for the counter selection of "AGCT"? 260 Following our statistical computations on random sequences confirmed by the 261 analysis of actual genome sequences, we can safely assume that the genome of the 262 common ancestor of the A-and B-clade pandoraviruses was not missing any 4-mers. Our 263 discussion will thus take for granted that the difference in "AGCT" frequency between the 264 two Pandoraviridae clades is the consequence of a loss in the A-clade rather than a gain in 265 the B-clade. 266 Any model proposed to explain our results must also take into account that the two types 267 of pandoraviruses are infecting and replicating in the very same Acanthamoeba host. The 268 cause of the marked difference in "AGCT" counts between the two clades (such as a 269 protective mechanism) must thus reside within the viruses themselves. Such inference is 270 further supported by the fact that we found that none of the other families of giant 271 viruses 18 infecting the very same Acanthamoeba host exhibited a similar 4-mer anomaly in 272 their genome composition. 273 The first model that comes to mind is inspired from the well-documented restriction-274 modification systems that many bacteria use to counteract bacteriophage infections. The 275 host bacterial cells express DNA sites (most often short palindromes) specific 276 endonucleases that cut the invading phage genome before it could replicate. Such defense 277 mechanism imposes the bacteria to protect the cognate motif in its own genome using a pattern showed that these sites were not protected ( Supplementary Fig.S1 ). Accordingly, the PacBio data used to sequence the P. neocaledonia genome 2 did not indicate the 293 presence of modified nucleotides at the "AGCT" sites 19 . 294 We must point out that the above results simultaneously invalidate a symmetrical model 295 where the "AGCT"-specific endonuclease would have been encoded by the pandoraviruses, 296 together with the protective cognate methylase. Such a hijacked restriction/modification Second, very few motif-specific RNAses are known, and to our knowledge, only one is viral: 314 a protein encoded in the bacteriophage T4 RegB gene 21 . We found no significant homolog 315 of this protein in the pandoraviruses or Acanthamoeba. We also looked for mRNA 316 methylases that could act as a protective mechanism for the viral transcript. A single one 317 was described in another family of eukaryotic DNA virus: the product of the Megavirus 318 Mg18 gene 22 . Again, no significant homolog of this protein was detected in the 319 pandoraviruses. 320 In conclusion to this section, if the presence of "AGCT" is decreasing the virus fitness, we 321 found no evidence that it is due to a DNA or RNA nuclease-mediated defense mechanism. 322 However, it could still be due to an unknown inhibitory mechanism acting at the 323 transcription regulation level to which B-clade pandoviruses would exhibit some immunity. 324 The corresponding proteins could be encoded among the numerous ORFans found in 325 pandoravirus genomes [1] [2] [3] . 326 Finally, could "AGCT" be deleterious for some intrinsic reasons, for instance due to its 327 palindromic structure and composition? This is very unlikely, when one compare the absent 328 "AGCT" in P. dulcis and P. quercus, with other 4-mers with identical structures and 329 compositions. For instance "ACGT" occurs at 5822 and 6165 positions (in P. dulcis and P 330 quercus, respectively), and "GATC" occurs at 8114 and 8567 times) in (P. dulcis and P. 331 quercus, respectively). The presence or absence of "AGCT" does not either exert a strong 332 constraint on protein sequences, as the amino-acids encoded by "AGC" or "GTC" (Serine 333 and Alanine, respectively) have many possible alternative codons and are easily replaceable 334 residues given their mild physicochemical properties. Finally, we found no evidence that 335 the removal of "AGCT" was due to a specific (for instance, enzyme-mediated) process 336 targeting then replacing the forbidden 4-mer by a constant alternative word. Replacement 337 patterns for 72 P. dulcis sites unambiguously mapped to their homologous P. neocaledonia "AGCT" counterparts are indicated in supplementary Table S1 . It suggests that the 339 complete loss of "AGCT" in the A-clade strains is due to a stringent, nevertheless random 340 (i.e. non-directed) evolutionary process. understanding of the CRISPR/CAS system from the initial spotting of intriguing repeats 33 , 353 we would like to expect that the pandoraviridae "AGCT" distribution anomaly might lead 354 to the discovery of a novel defense mechanism against viral infection. AGCT observed number 0 0
ACGT expected number (one strand x p(ACG).p(T))
